KEEP SAFETY CLOSE
Emergency eyewashes help prevent permanent eye
and skin damage from chemicals and foreign substances
The OSHA requirements for emergency eyewashes and showers, (29 CFR 1910.151(c))
specify, “where the eyes or body of any person may be exposed to injurious
corrosive materials, suitable facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes
and body shall be provided within the work area for immediate emergency use.”
To comply with the OSHA regulation, an eyewash and/or safety shower, certified
to the ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 standard, would be required where an employee’s eyes
or body could be exposed to hazardous materials.
ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 standards require emergency eye/face wash fixtures
and showers to be located 10 seconds or 55 feet from contaminants
or hazardous materials; operate continuously for a minimum of
15 minutes, hands free; and be on the same level as the hazard
and the path of travel free of obstructions.
(ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 Standard - Sections 5.4.2, 6.4.2, Appendix B5)
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S19314EW

COMBINATION DRENCH SHOWER WITH EYE OR EYE/FACE WASH
In an emergency you want the best and fastest contaminant relief available.
Bradley’s S19314 Series is the most complete safety fixture on the market.
The drench shower with SpinTec™ showerhead provides full-body relief from
contamination, and the eye or eye/face wash targets the face and eyes where
a gentle spray of water is optimal.

PORTABLE GRAVITY-FED EYEWASH
S19-921

The On-Site (S19-921) portable eyewash is the most innovative gravity-fed
eyewash currently on the market. Employing a patented design, the Bradley
On-Site is the only eyewash on the market that uses just 7 gallons of water
that provides a full 15-minute flush, at the ANSI-mandated flow rate and
maintains a consistent height throughout the spray pattern until the last drop
of liquid is depleted from the tank. The clear yellow polycarbonate tank offers
an exclusive vandal-resistant design that makes worker safety a priority.
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WALL-MOUNTED DRENCH HOSE

S1944011ABC

Bradley deck-mounted or wall-mounted, dual head drench hoses qualify as
an eyewash when installed according to the ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 guidelines for
eyewashes. A dual head drench hose may be used to flush the eyes or body.

LABORATORY FIXTURES

S19-200B

A variety of laboratory fixtures are available to accommodate traditional and
non-traditional installations. Elementary schools, hospitals, universities and
research facilities equip their premises with these versatile, yet unique fixtures.
Laboratory fixtures may be faucet, deck or counter-mounted. Bradley offers
a diverse variety of fixtures to provide eyewash solutions where space 		
is restricted and safety is of the utmost importance.
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